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Salukis Fall
To Wichita
94 to 81
Southern's surprising Salulcis battled powerful Wichita
all the way Monday night in
dropping a close one to the
Shockers 94-81.
The lanky Wichita crew,
ranked third in the nation this
week among the major colleges, couldn't shake loose
f rom the pesty Salukis as
Southern
remained within
striking distance throughout
the contest. The visiting Salukis gave the 10,200 fans at
the WichHa Fieldhouse an exciting night as they never
(railed the highly favored
home team by a very wide
margin.
The game got off on the
wrong foot for Southern as the
Shockers looked as if they
would make it a rout. Led by
6-10 center Nate Bowman,
Wichita built up a quick 7-0
lead in the first three minutes
before the Salukis caught fire.
But from then on, the margin
narrowed as Southern made
the taller Shockers fight for
every basket.
After the slow start, the
Salukis closed the gap to 13-12
With 12;40 left in the first half
on a basket by George McNeill. Less than a minute
later, Joe Ramsey pumped
in two goals to put Southern
ahead lor the first time in
the game 16-13. The two teams
then traded baskets for the
next eight minutes as the lead
changed hands 15 times befo:'
the Shockers went ahead, tostay 41-39 with two minutes
left to play in the half.
The nip-and-tuck first half
ended with Wichita ahead
4 -;- -43. Both teams did some
fine shooting in the half with
the Shockers hitting at a .576
clip to Southern's .556.
The first II millutes of the
second half were like a repeat
of the first as Southern continued to stay close to its opponent. Ramsey led the charge
for the Salukis in the first
seven minutes of the half as
he scored 10 of Southern's
first 14 points.
Wichita began to stretch
its lead in the final nine minutes but the Salukis were never
far off. The Shockers had
their biggest lead in the game
at 84-69 with about five minutes remamIng, but they
cvuldr.'t break Southern's defense to pull away.
Ramsey was the high man
for Southern in the game with
27 points as he topped all
scorers. Ramsey's total was
the hIghest racked up by a
Saluki this season, and his
12 field goals were also a
season high. The senior forward was followed by guard
(Continued on Page 11)
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Advisement Times for Seniors"
Being Given in Olympic Room
,i,·

Students Must Show 10's
For Making Appointments
Seniors begin m a kin g
appointments today for advisement to advance register
for spring quarter, in the
Olympic Room of the University Center.
Students must vresent their
1.0. cards to be given an
appointment. The Olympic
Room will be open from 8-11:30
a.m. and 1-4:30 p.m. until
Friday.
The schedule for appointment-making is as follows:
Today-seniors only.

Mexican Student
Workshop Opens
On SIU Campus

WICHITA'S DAVE STALLWORTH SCORED 23 POINTS AGAINST
THE SALUKIS

850 Gift Certificate

Supervisor of Ticket Sales
For Sport Events Honored
Mrs. Neoma Kinney, chief
clerk in the Department of
Men's Physical Education, received a $50 gift certificate
in brief ceremonies at halftime at Saturday'S basketball
game with Indiana State at
the Arena.
Mrs. Kinney, an employe
of SIU for 11 years, said she
has handled thousands and
thousands of tickets in her
position as supervisor of the
sale of tickets for all athletic events.
"One of the main assets of
my job is that I get to come

in contact with the students
and the general public and
I get to know some of them
quite well. I find that it keeps
me busy and at the same time
my job is very interesting,"
she said.
Although her favorite hobbies are bowling and water
skiing, as with most mothers
her main interest is her son,
Dennis. Dennis is a graduate
student in engineering at
Washington University.
Mrs. Kinney and her husband, Edward, live in the
Crestview Addition.

A group of 25 psychology
students from the University
of Mexico, Mexico City, began
a two-week workshop here
Monday.
While at SIU they will take
a three-hour daily course in
the experimental psychology
of learning, said David Ehrenfreund, chairman of the Department of Psychology. They
will also visit Anna State
Hospital and will aHend a
variety of social and other
activities sponsored by the
Latin American Institute.
The group arrived at the
University last Wednesday
and is living at Small Group
Housing.
The workshop idea developed out of a vacation
trip by Ehrenfreund last
summer.
During his visit
to Mexico City he was asked
to be a guest lecturer at the
university. He later received
a request from a group of the
Mexican students asking for
the SIU workshop.
Ehrenfreund recommended
the proposal to SIU administrators who approved it and
set up the program. Also
helping to prepare the session
was Albert W. Bork, director
of
the
Latin
American
Institute and other university officials.

Wednesday-juniors only. Students must be in a college
or school at the time of appointment. A General Studies
student may trarsfer out of
General Studies if he has 75
or more hours of credit.
Thursday-General Stu die s
L-Z.
Friday-General Studies A-K;
and from 1:30-4:30 p.m., all
students who missed their
previously scheduled times.
In addition to the above
times, students may make appointments at the Academic
Advisement Center (T -65)
from Feb. 9 through March 5.
Students who wish to selfadvise and who are in good
standing, registered, at least
once, in their current academic unit and meet other
criteria on the application
form available at the Academic Advisement Center,
may
begin reporting
on
Jan. 25.
The BeU-advisement schedule is as follows.
D-G •••• Jan. 25
H-L•••• Jan. 26
M-R ••• Jan. 27
S-Z •••• Jan. 28
A-C •••• Feb. I
In addition to the above
schedule, any qualified stu··
dent may report from Feb. 2
to Feb. 5 and Feb. 15 to March
5 at the Academic Advisement
Center.

Student Teaching
Registration Set
Preliminary
registration
for student teaching during the
1965-66 school year will begin
with two meetings on TUesday
at 9 or 10 a.m. in Muckelroy Auditorium of the Agriculture Building.
A third meeting is scheduled
at 9 or 10 a.m. Thursday
in Muckelroy. Two meetings
are scheduled for next week.
Students who are planning
to student teach during the
1965-66 school year are reminded that they are r ~quired
to attend one of these sessions.

Theta Xi Picks Chairmen for Variety Show March 5, 6
William Gard, a senior from
Springfield,
? nd
Robert
Drinan, a sopnomore from
Chicago, have been selected as
cochairmen of the 18th annual
Theta Xi Variety Show.
Plans are ul1d"rway for the
Variety Show scheduled for
March 5 and 6 in Shrvock
Auditorium.
.
The Variety Show is design!:'d In encourage student
talent on the campus. Auditions are open to any student
enrolled at Southern.
Of the 65 acts that tried out
for last year's show, 17 were
chosen to appear. Last year's
winners were
the Alpha
Gamma [)elta-Phi Kappa Tau

act in the large group diVision;
the Justin Singers in the intermediate group division; and
Patti Walsh in the individual
act diviHion.
Trophies, including the sixfoot first place tropt>y, will be
on display one week before the
show.
The names of chairmen of
other committees working on
the event include Ronald
Schnorr,
publicity; Joseph
Taylor, public relations; Jim
Rogers, tickets; William Hanner, correspondence; Richard
Gragg, finance; Andrew Bernhardt, trophies; Skip Thomas,
concessions; james Mer L., act
coordinator; Thomas Boyd,

stage crew; and James Roden •.
ligl::s.
In conjunction with the show,
each year two studem:; receive
the fraternity's annual Service
to
Southern awards. The
awards are based on the students' grades, participation in
campus activities and contribution to SIU.
Funds raised by charging
admission to the show go to
supporr
scholarships
and
make other contributions to
the University such as the
bulletin board outSide the
Home Economics Building and
the framed printil that are
available on loan at l'dorris
Library.

ROBERT DRINAN
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Talent Time
For Students
Set Jan. 22-23

From DawA to Sunset

Moslem Students Observing
Month of Fasting in January
Moslem students at SIU art
observing the month of
Ramadan or the month of
fasting during January. In the
Moslem year it is the ninth
month. which started with the
arrival of the new moon Jan. 2.
and will end at the emergence
of an(l[her new moon Feb. 1.
"During the month Moslems
eat no food. drink no liquid
and use no tobacco from dawn
to sunset:' said Linda Clark,
a stl!dent majoring in English
from Champaign. president of
the SIU Moslem Student
Association. According to her
in this way. Moslems are made
mindful of Allah's blessings

Today's
Weather

Temperatures will drop
today with the expected high
in the 40s in the extreme
south.

Why Walk?
Get Your Haircut

Next to Campus
Haircut

to them and of the hardships
that many people endure.
"At the end of Ramadan
a celebration is held. It begins
with prayers of thanksgiving
and ends with feasting," Miss
Clark said.
The SIU Moslem Student
Association is made up of
abollt 100 students from 16
countries: Iran. Iraq. Pakistan. India, Turkey. Afghanistan. Jordan, Lebanon. Sudan,
Ethiopia. United Arab Republic, Saudi Arabia. Algeria.
Nigeria. Republic of China and
the United States.
"The group is open to Moslems and non-Moslems aUke,
the requirements being that
the person be interested in the
group and its goals and pay
the nominal dues." said Miss
Clark. who became a Moslem
last spring.
The Moslem students meet
every Friday afternoon. as
is· prescribed in "EI-Koran."
the Moslems' holy book. The
Friday meeting might be compared With the Christian
church service on Sunday.
Most of the time is spent
in saying the prescribed
prayers. but often a sermon
or Islamic exhortation is also
presented. according to Miss
Clark.
The SIU Moslem Student
Association sponsors discussion meetings. cultural exhibits and social gatherings
to promote the understanding
of Is]arr>. The students Dublish
a newsletter entitled" Bital.
reporting their a.:tivities and
ircms of general and local
interest.

SJ.SO

Sitae Sltine .2S¢
4 Barbers

en

Duty

Open On Thursdays

Saluki Barber Shop
82S so. ILLINOIS AVE.
OTIS MILLER. PROPRI ETOR

607 S. Illinois

457.6660

WILLIAM HARRIS

Harmony Weekend, anevent
which allows students to share
artistic abilities with the
greater campus community,
has been set for Jan. 22 and
23.
A non-competitive program
of student talent will be presented on the 22nd, followed
the next night with a concert
by the University Glee ClUb.
Auditions for the first
night's program will be held
Jan. 18, said cochairmen JoROBERT WHEATLEY
seph Galetto and Maria Grana.
All students are eligible; applications are available at the
information desk in the
University Center.
Students with musical, athletic. dancing or any other
type
of talent are encourity is a Religion in Life Week
dialogue Which will be pre- aged to apply.
sented at 9 p.m. Jan. 18 in
Furr Auditorium.
Wflliam Harris, professor
for
of philosophy at SIU. and RobA 12-week private pilot
ert Wheatley. a graduate of
the University of Edinburgh ground school course will'be
(Scotland). will be the main offered at Southern nlinois
Airpon west of Carbondale
speakers.
The dialogue is being spon- beginning next Wednesday by
sored by the SIU chapter of the Technical and Adult EduI n t e r v a r sit y
Christian cation Division of SIU.
Fellowship.
Registration and the first
William G. Kl'uckles. as- class session will begin at 7
sistant instructor in health p.m. Classes will meet each
education and head defensive Wednesday from 7 to 10 p.m.
line coach for the SIU football with
Earl
Williams
team. will be narrator.
instructing.
Subject of the dialogue is
Tuition will be $14.40. With
"Is Christianity Credible?"
It will attempt to present the an additional book cost of
relevancy of Christianity to $7.80.
the college student.
Dead reckoning and radiO
The two speakers will pre- navigation, meteorology.
sent two different philosoph- F.A.A. rules and regulations.
ies. and will try to help those pre-flight facts, and use of
in attendance to arrange their E6B computer will be covered
thoughts
in a
religious in the course.
manner.
Further
information is
Management SMiety
available from Gene Seibert
at Southern lllinois Airport,
The SIU chaoter of the So- phone 457-2161, or from the
ciety for Advancement of Division of Technical and
Management will meet tonight Adult Education at 403 Mill St ••
at 7 :30 in Room B of the Carbondale.
University Center.
Anyone interested in business is invited to attend and
hear a guest speaker from the
New York Stock Exchange.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. OchDAILY EGfP'I'UN
senreiter. of Allison Park.
Published in (he Departmenl of Journalism
Pa•• are announcing the endally eKCept Sunday and Monday during r311.
winter. spring. ilnd eight-week summer term
gagement of their daughter,
ellcclX durSnl University vac3t1on periods.
Elaine Marie, to Alex H. Urexamination weeks. and lelal hoJidays by
Southern nUnot~ Univershy, Carbondale.
ban, son of Mr. and Mrs.
llhnoi~. published ort Tuesday and F rid ... y of
Alex Urban of Granity City.
each week for the final three weeks of the
Ewelve·week summer term. Second class
Miss Ochsenreiter. a gradpo~tage paid at the Carbondale Post Office
uate of SIU and a member of
under the ac[ of March 3, l879.
Policies of the Egypc:ian are tht> reSigma Kappa social sorority,
sponsibility of the editors. Statements
is now teaching in North Hills,
published here do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the admint~tration or any departPa. Urban. also a graduate of
tAenl of (he UniversUy.
SIU and a member of Delta
Edtlorial conference: Fred Beyer, Alice
Carrrighr. Ric Cox. Joe Cook, John EpperChi social fraternity. has
heimer. Robert Reincke, Robert Smith,
accepted a position with the
Roland Gill. Roy Franke, Frank Messersmith.
Editorial and business offices locared in
Signal Hill school system in
Ruildlng T· .. 8. Phone -153-2354. Fiscal
officer. floward R. tonl(.
Illinois.

ISIT Is Just Another'Wor~'
For Religion in Life Talks
ISIT is no more. The Posters have disappeared and. in
their place, other posters have
appeared with informattonexplainlng the recent mysterious
plague of ISIT posters, table
cards and a balloon.
It seems that ISIT in real-

Use of Library
During Holidays
Justifies Opening
During the Christmas season this year. With the exception of Christmas Day,
Morris library was open during its regular hours all
through the break.
Ferris S. Randall, acting
librarian. said 471 persons
used the library during this
experimental period and indicated it may be opened
during other holidays.
Randall noted that between
9 and 11 p.m. there was
usually a big drop-off in the
number of persons in the library and said it may not be
open as late for future
holidays.
The use of the library during the break did not surprise
or disappoint Randall, since
he was "just interested to see
what would happen."
The big problem. Randall
indicated, was to find persons
to man the library during the
IS-day holiday.

BRATWURST in Carbondale??
or STEAK SANDWICH,
or CORN BEEF on RYE??
plus A FREE beverage
(This week when you bring this ad in)

Open From 11amJor LUNCH,
DINNER or A SNACK Jor
only 45t

THE SWIISI)' BOOBS
HAS MORE TllAN
ENTERTAINMENT. IT~
CARBONDALE'S #1 EATERY
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS ON UNIVERSITY AVE

Adult Ed Offers
Course
Pilots

Miss Ochsenreiter,
Alex Urbar, to Wed

VARSITY
IIYOUNGBLOOD
HAIIE:I..
AIDMAN

COULD
FEEL HIM

ACROSS
AROOM I

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
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Activities

Radio to Feature
Jefferson Today

Meetings Dominate
Today's Schedule
Inter VarSity Christian Fellowship will meet at 6 p.m.
in Room E of the University
Center.
Sigma Delta Chi, honorary
fraternity for journalism
majors, will meet at 6:30
p.m. in Room D of the University Center.
The University Center Programming Board will meet
at 6:30 p.m. in Room C
of the University Center.
House basketball will be sponsored by the Womens' Recreational Association at 7
p.m. in the ';ymnasium.
The International Relations
Club will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in the Seminar Room in the
Agriculture Building.
The Fencing Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. in Old Main no.
The Soc~t10"'ftdvancement
of Mahfigt!ment" will meet
at 7:3(}·11.m. in Room F of
the University Center.
SIL' Dames Club will meet at
8 p.m. in the Home Economics Lounge.
The General Baptist Organization will meet at 8 p.m.

Frat Rush
Begins Jan. 17
Winter rush for the eight
social fraternities will be held
from Jan. 17 through 19 at the
chapter houses.
Rush parties will be held
from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Instead of pre-registering,
as was done in the past, rushees will register at each pany
they attend. To register, a
student must have completed
at least 12 quaner hours,
have a 3.0 grade average and
be in good standing with the
University.
On Jan. 21, bids wlll be
given out from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Activity Room H at
the University Center. All bids
must be picked up during those
hours.
Fraternities panicipating
in rush are Alpha Phi Alpha,
Delta Chi, Kappa Alpha Psi,
Phi Sigma Kappa, Phi Kappa
Tau, Sigma Pi, Tau Kappa
Epsilon and Theta Xi.

WSIU Radio Holds
Interviews Today

in Room C of the University
Center.
Pi Sigma Epsilon, honorary fraternity for marketing
and
sales management
majors, will meet at 8:30
p.m. in Room D of the University Center.
Zeta Phi Eta. honorary for
women speech majors. will
meet at 9 p.m. in Room B
of the University Center.

The Allyn Building art gallery will display the works
produced in art classes for
the winter term in conjunction With the studio faculty
of the Department of Art.
This is an effort to show
the scope of the work done on
the five levels of study and
also to show the diverse nature
of the students' work.
The first display will begin
the week of Jan. 11. when the
works of students in Art 100
go on display for two weeks.
This will be followed by displays, at two-week intervals
of works done in Art 200,
Art 300, Art 400 and an done
by graduate students.

AF Officer Tests
To Start Jan. 25

n

MUSIC

Women Officers
Interviews Begin

WSIU Features Film Greats,
Jazz And River Trip Tonight
Great stars of the AmeriColorado" -A trip down the
can screen from Mary Pickrapids of the Colorado Rivford to Marilyn Monroe will
er in rubber boats.
be seen on "Hollywood: The
Great Stars" when WSIU-TV 8 p.m.
presents "Eye on the World"
New Orleans Jazz: Program
tonight at 8:30.
features Papa John Joseph.
Other programs include:
90 - year - old bass player
who recently returned from
5 p.m.
a tour of Japan.
What's
New:
Program
shows how coins are distributed from the mint to
Federal Reserve Banks,
private banks and to the
public.

Shop

and Save

U

Annual

January CLEARANCE'
Goose From Tremendous
Selections In Sizes
To Fit Everyone
SAVE

20%

DANCING

and

A women's officer selection
officer from the Ninth Marine
Corps District will conduct
interviews today through Friday at the University Center.
The 3O-minute interviews
will be held from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Openings are available for
junior and senior women
interested in positions as
commissioned ofiicers in the
U.S. Marine Corps after
graduation.
Opponunities include personnel or administrative work
and instructing and training
jobs.

® Carbondale

AND MORE

Men's Fine Suits
Sports Coats-Top Coats
All Weather Coats
(wit#t zip·;n liners)

The

Now on Sale! Men's
Dress and Sport Shirts

"Egyptian Combo"

RegtJ/or SS to S6.95

vo/llft

A 'Shindig'

THURSDAYS

LeMASTER'S

---_._.

The

Busses will leove the University eenter
every 45 minutes starting 30 minutes b....

FURTHER REDUCED!
Men's Fine

SWEATERS

FURTHER REDUCED!
Men's Winter

JACKETS
Were to f30

$9.89

$14.89

CARDIGAN AND SLIPOVER

SPECIAL GROUP

fore show time. FOYe - $1.00

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS BARN
Beo's Food
and
Soft Drinks

2 for $7.50

Were S19.95

Bus Service

SALES·SE::VICE·RENTALS

$3.89

Open 6:30 p.m.
to
11 p.m.

Traveling
Hootenanny

Dealer

Ph. 451·2955

8:30 p.m.
Concen: Toscanini. the
great master, conducts music by Donizetti, Mendelssohn, Haydn and Verdi.

Starting Wednesdays

PIDLCO

SIS S. ILL.

Storyland: Stories and songs
for the younger set.

Open 7 p.m. - 11 p.m.

BATES

OPEN 9 a.m. to 8 p . ...,.

7 p.m.

The Air Force Officers
Qualification Tests will be administ.,red at 7:40 p.m. Jan.
25, 2'1 and 28 in Room 206
of tt.e Home Economics
Building.
Pan one of the test, which
deals with general officer 7 p.m.
Turn of the Century: A visqualifications, will be given on
it to an old nickelodeon and
Jan. 25.
a
broadcast of film clips
Part two, Which deals with
from silent movies.
an officer's ability to be a
pilot or naVigator, will be
given on the 27th and 28th. 7:30p.m.
Bold Journey· "Running the
The t est s
will begin
promptly at 7:40 and will last
Shop With
until 10 o'clock, said Capt.
John E. Ogdon, test control
Daily Egyptian
officer. Students must bring
their social security numbers
Advertisers
to the test.

TV & APPLIANCE
SERVICE CO.

BATES
TV & APPLIANCE
SERVICE CO.

8 a.m.
The Morning Show: Music,
•.news, and special features.

Student Art Work
To Go on Display

WSIU will hold auditions and
interviews from 7-10 p.m. today at the ;-adio station located
in Building T-37.
The station has openings for
ann a un c e r s, newscasters,
weather girls, and girls interested in women's programs.
Anyone interested in auditioning for any of these positions should make an appointment with the station by
calling 453-2486 or stopping
in at the office.

"We Repair All Makes"

"The Jeffersonian Heritage" will be featured on WSIU
Radio today at 10 a.m. This
series of programs dramatizes the enduring ideas of
Americans and all free people.
Claude Rains appears as
Thomas Jefferson.
Other highlights:

r;A
•

".(

w.

12 mi. East an Rt. 13,
South 6 mi. on Rt. 148

Admission $1.00

SEE THESE EXTREME VALUES AND MANY MORE

Zwick & Goldsmith
OPEN MONDAY TILL 8:30

JUST OFF CAMPUS
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Editorial Comment

Town·Gown Relations No.1

Wit's End

A.s Seen by the Banker

Efforts by students to
understand the problems of
in an unaddressed white en- businessmen would go a long
velope. She owes her rent. Any way toward improving relaJohn Ludlem, [he anti- finders? Keepers?
tions between the student body
apathy crusader newly added
and the business community.
to the student activities office,
J
.E. Etherton. president ofthe
ROOT OF EVIL: The article
informs us his first caller in Friday's Egyptian on res- Carbondale National Bank.
was a professor who was ident fellows raised some of told the Daily Egyptian.
interested in working in their eyebrows. Seems some
Etherton, interviewed about
student govenlment as an of the housing staff aren't problems in relations between
adviser.
ready to accept the statement students and businessmen.
John, a grad assii>tant hired Dave made about money being urged that students make an
to advise students interested the big attraction. Some of effort to "see what the busiin participating in activities, them were pretty steamed up nessman's problem is" before
also urged that students having over it.
drawing adverse conclusions
the slightest interest in
What do you think we are, about how the man runs his
actiVities should contact him a bunch of noble-minded stu- business.
He pointed out that busiand said he'll do his best dents? Why. $950 might even
to find them a place.
attract some of our profs! nessmen are, of necessity, in
business to make a profit, and
And don't worry, there are
that thefts of merchandise or
plenty of jobs waiting.
receipt of bad checks can cut
No
person
is
really
educatp.d
sharply into his profit.
Thompson Point's educaWhile these difficulties are
tional programming board has until he learns how densely
hopes (\f bringing Hans Con- ignorant he is concerning caused by "only a small percentage of the student body"
ried to the campus spring practically everything.
term to do some dramatic Livermore (Calif.) Herald and at SIU. Etherton said, the
businessman and merchant is
reading. It'll be interesting News
to see how many SIU students
will go for such "sophisticated" entertainment.
It's a good idea to get some
By Robert M. Hutchins
of the word. It does not lead
big peopl~ here who can do
to profit or prestige.
more than sing. Who knows.
Federal expenditures for
The teacher may earn the
we might even get educated.
scientific
research
and
develgratitude
of his students and
Have you noticed the new
hall on campus? Well, it's opment have increased over a local reputation. This will
200
times
since
1940.
They
not
bring
him those offers
not exactly new. but it was
apparently dedicated during have grown from $74 mdlion from other universities which
to
almost
$15
billion
a
year.
are
the
one
sure foundation
the break. For a while it
We cannot afford it, not on which rank and salary can
didn't have a name-only a
smell. We're speaking of the because we are too poor to be built.
Those offers originate in
researr::h structure behind tee pay the bill, but because "Ie
Life Science Building. Some- may kill scientific research the desire of ~ach university
by
this
method
of
supporting
to
add illustrious names to
one finally came up with a
its roster. The way to b~come
name and wrote it on the it.
The
present
generatiOll
of
illustrious
is [0 publish. The
door: ·Stink HaU.
scientists will flourish, but way to publish is to waste no
where wiH [he next one come time in teaching.
CALL 549-1969; Someone from, and what will its quality
It is advisable to publish
should be a good Samaritan and be?
as much as possible. Few
Every graduate s[Udent presidents. deans or chairhelp the poor young lady Lnd
her money. Farzana Humayun, knows that research is the men of departments have the
a foreign student from Pak- path to glory. and teaching leisure and knowledge to make
istan, lost $200 last week does not pay-in any sense a serious apprail;al of the
By Ric Cox

seldom in a position to get to
know well the student
customers with whom he
deals.
Etherton said that many students have never lived away
from home bef.Jre coming to
Slu. While they may have been
well known in their home communities, they face a different
situation. away from home.
where they are strangers.
This problem is heightened,
he pointed out. by the transient
nature of the student populatiol. in a college town.
The majority of SIU students. Etherton said, seem to
understand the problem pretty
well. Some, however, tend to
add to the problem.
Etherton cited a recent case
of a student who, upon learning that the bank would not
cash large checks on out-oftown banks for strangers.
opened a savings account for
$1. When a teller at the bank
still declined to cash his

checks. Etherton said, the
youth became irate and complained at length about what
he called the general mistreatment of students by Carbor-dale bU3inessmen.
Cautious policies in cashing checks for strangers,
particularly out - of - town
strangers, is general in the
banking industry, Etherton
said. adding that such policies
are necessary to the security
of depositors' accounts.
Asked how students could
most easily have money sent
to them from home, Etherton
suggest<;;!d that their parents
secure bank drafts and send
these instead of personal
checks.
Bank drafts, he
pointed out, are drawn on a
bank's own account, unlike
personal checks on individual
accounts. As a result, bank
drafts have virtually the same
security as money orders.
Jack F. Erwin

Research Emphasis Hurts Teaching, Critic Says

IRVING DIU,IARD

Clear Road for LBJ Program
Prophecy is always risky and political
prophecy is doubly dangerous. But even aft·
er this caution is laid down, the prospect of
a year of unprecedented achievement iD
Washington remains unusually bright.
Time after time in recent
years, our political machine
in the natioDal capital bas
been held up by stalemate.
The White House and Congress have been at odds.
The liberals and the cooser·
vatives bave been tied in
knots. H the Senate passed
a needed sor:ial welfare
mea sur e, the southern
Democratic - northern Re1_ 01_
publicp~ Old Guard combine might well
stifle it to death. As a matter of fact, it
often did.
Or if the President and Congress were
working together there were times wben the
Supreme court ..auld do the footdragging,
as wben the conservative majority of the
1930s blocked the New Deal program of
Franklin D. Roosevelt.

'Unholy Alliance' Floored
Thanks to the tremendous majorities for
P!uident Joimson in state after state 1 a It
November. the old "unholy alliance" between Dixiecrats and the Republican Old
Guard bas been dealt a serious if not faLtl
blow for the duration of the 89th Congress.
Many Republicans lost seats in the country
generally. ID the south wbere they won a
few new seats, they took them away frolll
conservative Democrats.
This is baving an amazing effect in the
House of Representatives so that the way ia
clearing for the enactment of a Presidential

program as it bas not been since World
Warn.
The two chief roadbIocb bave bela die
House rules committee and tbe ways and
meailS committee. Rules bas been tightly
controled by the arch-reactionary, Howard
Smith [D., Va.1. Ranking next to Smith in
seniority bas been ODe of Mississippi's gifts
:0 the nation, William M. Colmer.
Smith and Colmer plus two Dr three other
southern Democrats, voting with Republican
cooservatives like Brown [0.], and Hoffman
[DL], and Avery [Kas.] could prevent hilJa
alread! approved by otber committees from
coming to vote.

contents of a book. or even a
paper. But any of them can
count: they can quickly add
up. the number of pages and
decide whether the author is
a
"productive
scholar."
Hence. the triviality of much
published research.
The productive scholars
get salaries. promotions, govern men t and foundation
~rants. consulting fees, invitations to the White House
and international congressesand relief from teaching.
They will go where they
have the highest rank, the
biggest salary. the best equipment-and the least teaching.
A report of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching says that
young academic men on the
make take the view that "students are just impediments in
their headlong search for
more and better grants, fatter
fees, higher salaries, higher
rank."
This attitude has some connection with the student outburst at the University of
California at Berkeley. one
of the great research institutions of the world. The
students want to learn; the
professors do not want to
teach.
I'f

A Brookings surveyor more
than 3.000 faculty members
showed that in colleges and
univerSities. large and small,
faculty members of every
rank. in every field. regardless of how little time they
gave to teaching, wanted to
reduce that time still further.
Of course they did. They
would be foolish not to.
The flow of government
into scientific research and
development has got to be
regulated in such a way as
to guarantee a continuous supply of qualified scientists.
Something could be done by
paying the same attention to
teaching that is given to research and seeing to it that
the rewards and honors of
teaching were comparable
With those accorded research.
We shall have to do something about the aims of our
universities. The question is:
how can proft:ssors be interested in teaching when the
university is not interested in
it? Nobody likes to be a second-class citizen. The method
has not yet been found of making a teacher a first-class
citizen of an institution devoted to research.
Copyright 1965 Los Angeles
Times
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Committees Thwarted
They CaDllot do it any longer. The new
House with fresb blood from the grass roots
has passed a rt!le change that limits to 21
days the time that Smith " Co., can bold up
a biD. After that the speaker may bring it
to the floor. This is the first important House
cbange in niles in 15 years!
Hospitalizatillll insurance tbru social security bas been strangled in ways and
means where similar deals across t:Je party
line have been common. On the second day
of the new Congress Democrats cbanged the
party division on ways and means from 15
Democrats and 10 Republicans to 17 Democrats and eight Republicans, to reflect the
more than 2-to-l ratio in the House. These
changes mean a much more favorable reo
Ceptillll for the bills that look toward t h (,
Great Society.
An so the prediction that 1965 wiD be a
year of notable achievement in Washington
is more than a wild guess.

Sir, We Dug Up Something In The Garden
You Might Be Interested In.
State News. Michigan State Un.iversity
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Part of National Plan

Workshop Trains Teachers
In Recreation for Retarded
'\ regional workshop for
training personnel in recreation for the retarded is being
held at Little Grassy Lake
this week.
Southern is among 13 universities and colleges which
have teamed with the Joseph
P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation
to sponsor these institutes
during the year.
Directed by William Price,
facilities director, and Loren
'h;S'~¥~

:~~.~;,\::~.~:-~

CHRISTINA RICHART

Food Supervisor
To Serve in lrulia
After a 3-and-a-half-month
delay because of "roadblocks" at her destination,
Christina Richart of Carterville, food service supervisor of residence halls at
SIU, has gone to India to serve
as a hospital dietitian for six
months without pay.
Miss Richart obtained a 9month sabbatical leave from
the University to offer her
services Without salary to th~
Frances Newton Presbyterian Hospital at Ferozepore,
250 miles north of New Delhi.
She was prepared to leave
Sept. IS, but unanticipated
complications blocked her admittance
by
the Indian
government
until late
December.
She will inaugurate a dietetic program at the ZOO-bed
hospital, which has previously
depended on meals furnished
on a contract basis by local
restaurants. She will also
work with the medical staff
in the use of therapeutic diets
as part of the treatment for
some patients.

Taylor of the SIU Department
of Recreation an(l Outdoor
Education, the program includes instruction in developing volunteer training programs, arts and crafts,
swimming, games and songs.
Price said the purpose is to
show how good recreation programs can improve the health,
appearance, intelligence and
job
capabilities of the
retarded. The staff Will include SIU specialists in speech
correction, community development, special education.
rehabilitation, physical education and recreation. Eugene
Keltner of the Macon County
chapter of the American National Red Cross at Decatur
will direct swimming workshop activities.
In announcing the institutes
from Washington, Sargent
Shriver, executive director of
the Kennedy Foundation, said
they had been developed to
prove that good community
recreation programs for the
retarded can make a significant contribution to the individual and in turn to society.
"Unfortunately," Shriver
said, "recreation programs
for the retarded are lagging
as badly as educational opportunities for them once did.
It is to correct a situation in
which most physical education
teachers and most communities are not prepared to
conduct programs for the retarded that the Foundation and
the universities have gotten
together."

12 to Be Elected as Directors
Of SIU Employes Credit Union
The SIU Employes Credit earnings of :S17,472, with diviUnion will have its annual dends of $11,273 paid to memmeeting at 7 p.m. Jan. 19, bers and an increase in rein the Mississippi River Room serves of $6,199. All three
of the University Cent('r.
figures represent substantial
In addition to officer and increases over the previous
committee reports. business year.
Mrs. Cole said 503 loans
to be conducted includes eleclion of 12 members to the totaling $333,245 were made to
board of directors. Present members during the year.
In addition to Mrs. Cole,
board members are eligible
current credit union officers
for re-election.
Mrs.
Mary
F. Cole, include David S. Mcintosh,
treasurer, said the SIU credit preSident; Max M. Sappenunion had 854 members at field, vice preSident, and Sina
LANDON WILLS
the end of 1964, an increase K. Spiker, secretary. McInof 134 over the previous year. tosh is a charter member of
increased during the the union, which was organized
Journalism Group Assets
yea r
from $304,623 to in 1938.
$413,390.
Shop _ith
To Hear Editor
DAILY EGYPTIAN
The credit union's 1964 finA nationally known weekly ancial statement shows net
Ad",.". . .,..
newspaper editor will be the
speaker at this month's Jobs
YELLOWS - ARE. SOUGHT. BY - PEOPLE _ OF • THOUGHT
in Journalism meeting at
10 a.m. Jan. 18 in the
Agriculture Building, Seminar
Room. The program is sponsored by the Journalism StuYELLOW CAB CO., INC.
dents Association.
He is Landon Wills, presiPhone
dent of the International Conference of Weekly Newspaper
Editors and editor of the McClean County News in Calhoun,
PRESIDENT
Ky. He is a graduate of the
PHILIP M. KIMMEL
CARBONDALE, ILL.
University of Kentucky.

SIU Women's Club
Plans Panel Talk
The University Women's
Club will hold a panel discussion on the topic, "India's
Position in the Complex World
of Today," at 7:30 tonh!;ht in
Morris Library Auditorium.
Mrs. Richard Blackwelder
will lead the panel in discussing the t,)pic. Other panel
members are Mrs. David Ray,
Mrs. Eugene L. Lawler, Mrs.
William B. Lyon, and Anna
Carol Fults, chairman of the
Department of Home Economics Education.
Following the panel discussi:.m, the entire group will
discuss the topic.

457 -8121
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Associated Press News Roundup

Republican Leaders Propose
Creation of Party Braintrust

Kerner Sworn Into Office
Amid Pomp, Pageantry
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP)Gov. Otto Kerner, plagued by
reapportionment problems in
his first four years in office,
launched his second term
Monday with a call for speedy
action
on
Ie gi s I a Ii ve
redistricting.
Departing frequently from
his prepared inaugural address, Kerner urged legislators to get "one of the
most political issues behind
us" by redrawing house and
senate districts within the next
60 days.
Tile Democraric governor
reiterated his plea for a new
revenue anicle to the state
constitution but voiced opposition to a proposal by Senate Republican leaders that a
consitutuional convention be
approved at this session.
Kerner, 56, took his oath
of office with three other Democratic officials amid pomp
and pageantry before a joint
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legislative session attended by
a capacity crowd of 5,500
persons in the flower-decked
state armory.
Chief JUstice Ray Klingbiel
administered the oaths of office separately to Kerner, Lt.
Gov. Samuel Shapiro of Kankakee. Atty. Gen. William G.
Clark of Chicago and Secretary of State Paul Powell of
Vienna.
State Auditor Michael J.
Howlett of Chicago was absent
because of illness and was
sworn in at Mercy Hospital
in Chicago. His wife, Helen,
was present in Springfield for
the occasion.
Former Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson, ambassador to the
United Nations, U.S. Sen. Paul
Douglas and Mayor Richard
Daley of Chicago headed a list
of dignitaries.
The governor called for a
"bold strike" in moving the
state forward inexpandingopportunities in education, employment and social equali~y.
But the bulk of his emphasls
was placed on early enactment
of Senate and House reapportionment meausures based on
the U.S. Supreme Court'sedicr.
of "one man, one vote," and
on passage of a new revenue
article.
Kerner warned the legislators he would veto any redistricting proposal that did
not follow population standards.

AI> Photo

GOV. OTTO KERNER

9th Kennedy loins
King-Size Family

WASHINGTON
(AP)
Creation of a Republican
braintrust including the five
living winners of the presidential nomination was proposed Monday at a meeting
of the party's congressional
leaders.
The new group, formally
tagged the Republican Coordinating Committee. would inelude various elements in the
party and would be headed by
National
Chairman
Dean
Burch "or whoever may occupy his office in the future."
In addition to the presidential nominees, the committee
would include the I' Senate
and House leaders, al. J five
representatives of the Republican Governors Association.
Rep. Gerald' R. Ford of
Michigan, the party's new
House leader. said the duty

NEW YORK (AP) - Ethel
Kennedy, wife of Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy, D-N.Y •• gave
birth by Caesarian section
early Monday to an eightpound son at Roosevelt
Hospital.
The hospital said mother
and baby were fine.
It is the Kennedy's ninth
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)child. They have six boys
Ohio Republican Chairman
and three girls.
Ray C. Bliss said Monday night
Liz Taylor Renounces
he would accept his party's
national chairmanship only if
Citizenship U.S.
LONDON (A P) - Actress Sen. Barry Goldwater apElizabeth Taylor has ad- proves.
The Los Angeles Times remitted, "It is true 1 am trying
to give up my American citi- ported Monday Goldwater has
consented
.to replacing the emzenship and become combattled Dean Burch, present
pletely British.
"I want to become British Republican national chairman.
Bliss. widely mentioned as
more than anything else. I
like the British best of all." a successor to Burch, gave
newsmen a statement "to express my views on this matter.
"1 would not accept the
chairmanship under any circumstances until such time
as an actual vacancy occurred
and I were asked to do so
by Sen. Goldwater and had
his full support.

Bliss Would Accept
Chairmanship If • ••

or
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Viet Nam Stability
Called a 'Must'
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Richard B. Russell, D-Ga.,
said, after a briefing by the
nation's top intelligence officer Monday, "We can't win
the war in Viet Nam" unless
a more stable government is
established in Saigon.
Russell talked with reiloners briefly after John A.
McCone. director of the Central Intelligence Agency was
questioned for three hours
and 15 minutes by a blueribbon Senate committee.
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of the committee would be
"to facilitate the b'-oadest
party representation and the
establishment of task forces
for the study and examination
of major national problems
and issues."
He said the national committee, governors. House
member, former GOP officials and academic consultants would be the sources
of task force personnel.
Burch. insisting that he isn't
about to leave his post, sat
in with the House and Senate
leaders as they mapped plans
for the new council at a meeting of the party's Capitol Hill
leaders.
Ford said the coordinating
committee plan was mapped
"without regard to the cuntest
that mayor may not take place
(at the Jan. 22-23 national
committee meeting) in Chicago."
"1 don't think it will have
any impact at all," Ford said.
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen of
Illinois, the party's senate
leader. would not tip his hand •
"I would not impose my disposition, by word or deed,
by action or whisper." he
s'iid.

Walkout at Ports
Tie Up 100 Ships
Main to Texas
NEW YORK (AP) - More
than 100 ships lay idle Monday
in ports from Maine to Texas,
marooned by a $20-milliona-day strike of 60,000 East
and Gulf Coast longshoremen.
In a rare display of unity,
the AFL-CIO International
Longshoremen's Association
joined with shipowners and the
federal government in an effort to get the dockers back
to work.
The walkout, second in three
months, began Sunday midnight after rebellious New
York longshoremen rejected
a contract which one of their
leaders called "the best contract in the 72-year history
of the union."
The chief issue apparently,
as it has been more than five
years, was automation on the
docks. The proposed contract,
agreed to by ILA leaders but
repudiated by the rank and
file, would have allowed a reduction in union work gangs
over a three-year period from
their present size of 20 men to
17.
Asst. Secretary of Labor
.~ arne s J. Reynolds, warned the
strikers they can expect no
further contract concessions
from shipping firms.
"The bargaining process is
over," he said.
In Washington, White House
press secretary George E.
Reedy told reporters the
President is being kept fully
informed but that Johnson regards the strike at this point
as entirely a Labor Department matter. insofar as
the federal govenment is concerned.
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Johnson Set
To Ask Funds
Starting Today
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Johnson begins a series
of requ::;sts to Congress with
a message today expected to
chart education's role in the
"war" he has declared on
poverty.
This legislative outline will
be followed by messages on
immigration. foreign aid and
the space program.
In his State of the Union
messagE' last week. the President said he would propose
new programs of aid to education costing $1.5 billion the
first year. and reaching from
pre-school to college.
Many Washington sources
believe the $1.5-billion figu;.e
is just a starter. with annual
costs eventually reaching $3
bUlion to 4 billion.
All this wocld be in addition
to current federal programs
costing about $3.5 billion a
year.
Details of the education
message will not be disclosed
until noon today.
Johnson. it is reported. will
propose direct grants to
school districts "impacted"
by poverty, just as the government now helps districts
"impacted" by large numbers
of servicemen of defense industry employees.
One published report said
the poverty-impacted program
would take a billion of the
first year's $1.5 billion, with
about $40 million going to
New York City.
Another proposal reportedly will be for federal learning
centers, particularly in the
big city slums.

Humphrey Predicts
Program's Passage
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice
President - elect Hubert H.
Humphrey predicted today that
Congress will enact President
Johnson's
health program
"before the first flower of
spring."
He told a legislative conference of labor leaders that
the nation can be'lr the cost
of the health program, aid to
education and other adminisrration proposals without
weakening the economy in any
way.
"We have no choice but to
continue our economic expansion," he said, and added that
many of Johnson's programs
are designed to accomplish
that aim.
Humphrey told approximately 800 national. state and
city AFL-CIO officials that
the nation is in the midst of
t"e longest period of sustained
economic growth in 100 years.
"We know now that we can
do it," he said. "We know
now that depressions and recessions are not God-made.
they are man-made."

"GUESS WE·LL HAVE TO INAUGURATE A NIGHT SHIFT. TOO"

Powerful Jet Carrier Joins
British Malaysia Build-Up
SINGAPORE (AP) - The
British carrier Eagle. with
missile-firing jets a.board,
steamed off Singapore Monday
night. completing a build-up
of Britisb sea. land and airpower for the defense of Malaysia against Indonesian attack.
Ashore, British officials put
the finishing touches on defense strategy. If the Indonesians attack in force, said
the British army minister.
Fred Mulley, on Malaysian
Borneo. "We have plans to
meet them."
With the arrival of the Eagle-Britain's most formida-

Anyone for 5nog?
Try a 5nogometer

Bruce Shads. Buff.lo Z .. enlnll Ne• •

u.s. Presents Ne~ Evidence
In Mississippi Slaying Case
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) The
Justice
Department
cloaked witnesses in secrecy
Monday as the government offered a federal grand jury
evidence in the slaying of
three civil rights workers last
June.
John Doar, head of the department's civil rights division, issued a terse "nocomment" during a break in the
proceedings.
U.S. marshals kept spectators from seeing who entered
and left the grand jury room.
The witness room likewise
was out of sight. Witnesses
were escorted into the federal
courthouse by a back door
early in the morning.
U.S. Dist. Judge HaroldCox
told the jurors when they convened Monday they should be
able towindupwork by Friday.
This marked the government's second attempt to get
the grand jury to return indictments in the deaths of
Michael Schwerner, 24, and
Andrew Goodman, 20, both
white New
Yorkers; and
James Chaney, 21. Negro from
Meridian, Miss.
The youths were killed last
June 21 after going to philadelphia, Miss., to investigate

the burning of a rural Negro
church. Their bodies were
found beneath a red clay dam
on Aug. 4. All had been shot.
The 23-member grand jury.
which includes a Negro
woman, considered the case
last October but returned no
indictments.
Since then, the government
claims to have unearthed additional evidence-including an
alleged confession from Horace Doyle Barnette. a former
Meridian man now living at
Cullen, La.
Barnette was one of 21 white
men arrested last month in
the killing. Sheriff Lawrence
Rainey and Deputy SheriffCeciI Price also were among
those arrested on conspiracy
charges.
The charges later were
dropped after a U.S. commissioner refused [0 allow Barnette's statement to be read
by nn FBI agent at a preliminary hearing. Barnette
was not rres.::nt and the statement would be hearsay, the
commissioner held.
Shop with
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Defense Ready

TROWBRIDGE. England
(AP) - The vicar of St. Thomas' church got a shock when
he saw the electric snogometer in the church's Youth
Club.
A snogometer is a machine for measuring the pasion-level of kisses. It is an
invention of 16-year-old Malcolm Picltard.
To show how it works. Malcolm took the snogometer to
a Youth Club meeting. He invited ooys and girls to try it
out - with snogs. In British slang. a snog meaDS a
kiss.
To operate the machine a
boy and a girl are each given
a metal handle to hold. With
each clinging to a handle. they
kiss. The snogometer lights
up, and as the passion mounts.
the hand on the dial swings
through a series of degree
markings.

ble warship-the Far East
fleet numbered more than 70.
the largest concentration of
British naval power anywhere
in the world, a spokesman
said.
About 9,000 British troopsmany of them hard-fighting
Gurkhas-moved into north
and northwestern Borneo.
where Indonesia shares about
900 miles of the border.
While Indonesian guerrillas
have landed in small groups
on the Malaysian mainland
north of Singapore, British
and Malaysian officials believe that any major attack will
come on Borneo.
The British set up base on
Labuan Island, a few m;les
off the Malaysian Borneo state
of Sabah, formerly British
North Borneo.
Mulley flew to the base
Monday after visiting Jesselton. the Sabah capital where
he reassured Malaysians that
Britain would send even more
troops if necessary.
Later. Mulley told newsmen
that he did not want to use
the word "retaliation" in any
British defense of Malaysia.
"Britain has no desire totake
aggressive action against Indonesia:' he said.

Russell Appeals
For End of War
LONOON (AP) - Lord Bertrand Russell, the British
philosopher who has taken a
leading role in campaigns
against n u c I ear weapons,
signed a petition Monday urging Prime Minister Harold
Wilson to use his good offices
to stop the fighting in South
Viet Nam.
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New ROTC Program Includes
Six Weeks of Field Training
The AFROTC is processing applications for a new
two - year ROTC program
which will include a six-week
field training.
The new program will be
in addition to the traditional
four-year program and is expected [0 attract a number of
transfer students from junior
colleges and other institutions
which do not offer ROTC
programs.
The program was authorized under the ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964 and over
50 per cent of the institutions offering AFROTC have
Shop _Uh
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indicated they will initiate the
two- year program.
Selection into the program
will be determined through
SC(lres on the Air Force Offi - : Qualifying Test. results
of • medical exam, recommendations of an interview
board, and salisfactory completion of the six-week field
traiping course.

College Registry
Slates Interviews
A representative of the Cooperative College Registry
will be on campus Feb. 11
and 12 for job placement interviews. He is Warren Mild.
The free service of eight denominations of Protestant colleges serves 200 church-related liberal arts schools.
Mild will be accepting interviews with students interested in administrative and
faculty positions in all areas
of curriculum. A Ph.D. level
or near is desired. Salaries
run from $6,000 to $17.000
plus fringe benefits.
Students interested should
inquire at the University
Placement Service for further
information and to make interview appointments.

ART SPECIALIST - HarlaD Hoffa, art education
specialist in the U.S. Office of Education, visited campus recently to discuss the opportunities
for federal research in the arts and humanities.
He is shown here (second from right) with Wil-
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Ham R. Qualls, lecturer of instructional television; Jacob O. Bach, acting chairman of the
educational administration department; and Alice
M. Schwartz, associate professor of art.

Hot Debate Fails to Resolve
Hassle on Commissioner Role
After much debate, the matStudent Council members
who attended the first meeting ter ended up back where it
of the term expecting smooth started-in a two-week study
sailing through the business by the Rules Coordination
agenda. were caught by sur- Committee.
prise in a turbulent sea of
In other business at Thurscontroversy.
day's meeting. the Council
After a long-drawn-Out bat- voted unanimously to appoint
tle which saw several student Ronald J. Springer from
senators question the con- Southern Acres to the Judicial
stitutional power of the pre- Board•
siding officer, in granting
Grant also announced the
leaves of absence, an argu- activity fee studies will begin
.nent concerning Council ccm- next week. This study governs
missioners broke out.
the amount of monev allocated
James R. Standard. senator to student organizations that
from the College of Liberal request financial aid.
Arts and Sciences. demanded
In other action. a study of
that it be made mandatory for whether the Council should
Council commissioners to be reinstate 1£s $50 memberpresent at all the meetings, ship
in the
Carbondale
and that Howard F. Benson. Chamber of Commerce was
elections commissioner. be referred to the FinanC" Comhis duties properly.
minee for a two week study.
Pat Micken, president ofthe
The Council also held a
student body, was quick to brain - storming seSSion in
assert that commissioners which members cited ideas
are appointments of the ex- and activities they thought the
ecutive branch. and as such Council should undertake in
could not be made demands the upcoming year.
upon by council members.
Among these ideas, none of
Don Grant. presiding officer which was acted on. were:
of the Council, moved that
A bulletin prepared by the
the action be sent to the Rules Council to inform students
and Coordination Committee about the functioning of stufor a two-week study. How- dem government.
ever. a Council member
A check of the Daily
moved that the bill be con- Egyptian editorial page to
Sidered immediately by the discover why certain actions
group.
and incidents of the adminiSeveral student senators stration and student governurged that commissioners not ment aren't questioned, and
be demanded to attend all criticized.
The possibility of having
meetings, but instead. be informed when there will be cement benches erected on the
campus
grounds.
action which involves them.
A proposal [0 try to get
Then, they should be asked.
students
interestt'd in Council
not demanded, to anend the
meetings to help the Council activities and to have them
attend meetings.
with its business.

~-~-....-.~-.... International Club

HOUR.S-

Sudsy Dudsy

KUE & KAROM

~:'SH20'
~

Monday - Saturday, 9 a.m. to Midnight
• Sundays, 2 p.m. to Midnight

Corner Illinois & Jeacks.on

self-service laundry

DRY tOe

Bibs. DRYCLEANING 51.50
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

To Hear Hanson
"Problems in JapaneseAmerican Relations" will be
the subject of a tail< tonight
before the Inrernational Relations Club at 7:30 in the
Seminar Room of the AgricuIru;:-e Building.
Earl T. Hanson. associate
professor of government will
speak.
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Job Interviews

.

Monday, January 18
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATIOI'.;, PADUCAH. KENTUCKY: Seeking majors in Biology,
Chemistry, Math, PhYSiCS, Statistics, and
Engineering.
Tuesday, January 19
NALCO CHEMICAL COMPANY, CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS: Seeking Chemistry majors.
UNITED STATES RUBBER CO., WASHINGTON, INDIANA: Seeking Auditors, Chemists,
Sales Trainees, Production and Industrial
Engineers, General Marketing Trainees.
AMERICAN RED CROSS, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI: Seeking LAStS, Recreation, Health
Education, Physical Education, Sociology,
Personnel majors for case aid workers and
field representatives.
CITY OF CHICAGO SCHOOLS: Seeking seniors in all areas of Elementary and Secondary teaching preparation. 1:00-5:00 p.m.

PLEASANT PLAINS, ILLINOIS PUBLIC
SCHOOLS: Seeking teachers for the following
areas of teaching: Primary, Seventh Grade
Science Math combination-man preferred.
Home Economics, Immediate opening for
EMH teacher.
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, WASHINGTON D.C.: Will hold a Group Meeting in
the MorriS Library Auditorium from 10:00
a.m. to 12 noon, for the purpose of explaining appropriate procedures for employment
with the Federal Government and Federal
Service Entrance Examinations.
Ui'.'ION CARBIDE, PADUCAH, KENTUCKY:
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Same as above.

Wednesday, January 20
UNION ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOmS, MISSOURI: Seeking Accounting and Business
Administration Trainees.
CITY OF CHICAGO SCHOOLS: 9:00 a.m.12 noon. Same as above.
UNION CARBIDE, PADUCAH, KENTUCKY:
At VTI. Seeking Machine Tool personnel.
LOMBARD, ILLINOIS SCHOOLS: Seeking
Elementary teachers, K-6th grades. Also
Jr. High aU subject areas.
CARPENTERSVILLE-DUNDE E PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, CARPENTER.5VILLE, ILLINOIS:
Seeking teachers for all Elementary grades
and High School subjects.

Thursday, January 21
WILSON CO., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS: Seeking
Trainees for Production Management, Accounting, Marketing. Live Stock Buying. 1:005:00 p.m.
WARREN G. MURRAY CHILDREN CENTER,
CENTRALIA, ILLINOIS: Seeking majors in
Sociology. Biological SCiences, and Political Science for Social work trainees.

MEN'S & YOUNG MEN'S
PERMANENT CREASE

®

SLACKS,

Creases stay in ..• Wrinkles go ••• Seams never pucker

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI SCHOOLS: Seeking
teachers for Elementary grades and all
Secondary subjects.
\
RICHWOODS TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL,
PEORIA HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS: Seekingcandidates in all areas of Secondary react'ing,
espeCially, Home Economics, Math, English,
Wrestling Coach. Candidates should have a
Bachelor degree with uB" average, or experience or a MS degree. 1:00-5:00 p.m.
COMFORT PRINTING AND STATIONERY
CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.: Seeking sales trainees
for printing and office supplies.

Friday, January 22

521 EAST MAIN

WILSON CO., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS: Same
as above.

CARBONDALE

RICHWOODS TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL,
PEORIA HEIGHTS, ILL.: Same as above.
9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
GENERAL AMERICAN INSURANCE, ST.
LOUIS, MISSOURI: Seeking Sales, Actuarial,
Underwriting, Accounting. and Industrial Engineering Trainees.

OPEN 8 am - 9 pm
DAILY

DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Joe RtIIIUeY
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Careful Aim •••

JVall Frasier Suddenly H".. A Btulcetball For A Head • ••

..
Ralph }OOllMlli (No. 42) Ouhtretche. AJllruliaraa State Mall • ••

~.-'.

~

Datle Lee (No. 20), Bill Lacey (No. 32) Boodle • ••
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Score Is Highest So Far

Meade's Gymnasts
Conduct Weekend

Hot-Shooting Saluki Cagers
Dump Indiana State 96-68
Southern rol!ed up its highest score of the season to
dump Indiana State 94-68 before an enthusiastic crowd
of 5,600 in the Arena.
With 6:22 left in the game.
the Salukis were ahead 8856 and the crowd began
screaming for home team to
top the century mark for the
first time in the season. But
cO<lch Hartnl.1n sacrificed the
scoring to bring in the reserves. and the SaIukis fell
Six points shy of the 100 mark.
The game was a lop-sided
affair from the start as Southern scored first and held the
lead throughout the game. The
hot-shooting Salukis built up
a comfortable 30-14 lead midway through the first half.
There was no standout scorer
in the first ten minutes as
all five starters registered
from four to eight points.
But Joe Ramsey, Walt Frazier and Dave Lee took over In
the final ten minutes to give
the Salukis a 50-35 lead at
the intermission. Ramsey tallied eight points in the drive
while Lee and Frazier each
hit for six.
Southern soot 51 per cent
from the field in the first
half and made six of seven
free throws. Ramsey led the
scoring in the first 20 minutes as he pi<::ked up 16 points
and played his finest game of
the season so far. The senior
from Sandoval hit on eight of
11 tries from the field. He
was followed by Frazier with
13 and Lee with 10.
The Salukis picked up right
where they left off at the start
of the second half as they
continued to mount the score.
Coach Hartman began to substitute midway through the
final half with Southern leading 71-50.
Fro m
there Thurman
Brooks came off the bench

4 SIU Gymnasts
Travel to Wichita
The SIU basketball players
were not the only SIU athletes
to furnish entertainment for
the crowd attending the SIUWichita game Monday night
at Wichita, Kan.
Four of SIU's finest gyrtlnasts accompanied the team
to Wichita for the purpose of
giving a half-time gymnastic
exhibition.
Rusty Mitchell, now a graduate assistant and a two-time
NC AA tumbling champion. and
Frank Schmitz, a leading point
scorer for Bill Meade's gymnasts thiS year and a past
AAU tcampoline champion,
represented
the
man
gymnasts.
The woman gymnasts were
represented by Gail Daly and
Judy Wills. Miss Daly is a
three-time national champion
in Canada and Miss Wills is
the prescnt woman AAU trampoline title holder.

CHICAGO
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
"'ill have a representative
on campUls

TUESDAY & WED~ESDAY
January 19 & 20
For inlonnatiolf o60ut
certification procedures
and teachin, opportunities,
anange lor appoin1menf at

UNIVERSITY
PLACEMEMT OFFIC E

to spark the Salukis to an 8652 lead. The senior forward
pumped in eight points in the
drive as the Salukis held the
visitors [0 only two points in
the three and a half minute
spurt.
Walt Frazier was high man
for the game with 22 points.
The sophomore forward made
all eight of his free throw
tries and added 14 rebounds
for the night. He was followed
by Ramsey with 20, while
Lee and George McNeill tied
for third With 12 each.
Center Butch Wade led the
scoring for Indiana State with
18 points, seven below his
average. Rich Edgerton had
!6 for the Sycamores. while
teammate
Fred Huckstep
added ten.
The Salukis shot 44 per
cent in picking up their fourth
straight victory and their sixth
in eight games this year. The
Salukis also had one of their
best nights at the foul line
where they made 18 of 25
attempts.

Olympian Hayes
Praised in South
MOBILE, Ala.(AP)-"This
boy Bob Hayes has done more
to help the racial situation
down here than all the dogooders in the world:' the
Alabama man Said.
"To the kids around here
he is not just a colored boy
who can run fast-he is a
king."
Hayes, Olympic gold medalist, record - holder at 100
yards and 100 meters and
world's fastest human, is one
of four Negro players in the
first integrated Senior Bowl
football game. to be played
here Saturday.
The others are Bob Felts.
a halfback and teammate of
Hayes at Florida A&M, playing for the Southern team,
and two Michigan Staters,
tackle Jerry Rush and halfback
Dick Gordon, representing the
North.
"We've had no trouble at
all," said Hayes. "We're all
one big family. Everybodyhas
been swell. We've been treated
better-and feel more comfortable than at Miami."
The Negro athletes are
quartered with other squad
members at midtown ootels,
previously segregated. They
wander easily through the lobbies, eat and fraternize with
their white teammates.
This wasn't pQssible until
this year in this seaport city,
which is more cosmopolitan
and has less racial tension
than interior Cities Et!lch as
Birmingham and Tallahassee,
but which nevertheless previously had certain barriers.

Clinic at Memphis

DON DEVINE

By winning six of the eight
matches. the SIU matmen
evened their dual meet record for dle season at 1-1
with an easy 20-8 Yictoryover
Parsons College of Fairfield.
Iowa.
The only matches theSaluiti
wresders lost were in the 167
pound and dle heavyweight

Oxford. Ohio, Friday where
they face Indiana State, Cinelnatti and the host school.
Miami of Ohio. In a quadrangular meet.
Indiana State is reportedly
strong this year in wrestling
while Miami is always a
wrestling power in the MidAmerican Conference. Cinclasses.
cinnati is believed to be
weaker
this year.
George McCreery was the
victim in the 167-pound class
losing 9-8 to Rich Knobloch
of Parsons on a disputed penalty paim.
With victory assured and
(Contin.... fro ... Page 1)
with his two heavyweights, Dan
Gesky and Alf Harem, nursing George McNeill who had 21
leg injuries. wrestling coach points. Other Salukis in double
Jim Wilkinson decided not to figures were Walt Frazier
risk further injury to his With 12 and Dave Lee with 10.
beavyweights and forfeited Boyd O'Neal also played a fine
game as he tallied eight points
this match to Parsons.
In tbe victorious matches and rebounded well after comDon Devine at 123 easily de- ing in for Ralph Johnson.
feated Mike Rowe of Parsclls
Watch for
8-1. Larry Baron at 130 won
by forfeit in his weight class.
Dave Pforr defeated Ricb
Shoffi 2-1 in tbe 137 pound
matcb, while Terry Thomas
at 147 defeated his opponent
Rich Bodine 4-3.
Dan DiVito was another easy
winner in the 157-pound class
as he defeated Jerry Crandall
7-2. Bob Herkert at 177 was
the last winner for Southern
RENT~A-CAR
as he defeated Wally Ligon
3-2.
Wilkinson was pleased widl
the performances of all of
his wrestlers, especially DeClass!'ied ""~,:rtising rates: 20 _rds ar 'ess are $1.00 per
vine's and DiVito's. But he
!nsert1on; additional words five cents each; four consecutive
was displeased with the
Issues for $3.00 (20 _rds). Payable before the deadlin~
referres' decision on the penwhich is two days prior to publicatian, except for Tuesday-;
alty point that cost McCreery
paper, which is _ n Friday.
his match.
The Daily E9l'ptian does nat refund _ney ........ ads are c ....
Southern will next travel to

SIU Cagers Fall
To Wichita 94-81

HERTZ

RENT-A-CAR

Soon ... · ·

HERTZ

Daily Egyptian Classified Ads

celled.

CURT'S
Barber

Shop
Try Til. Sest
HB.a_IoS,..
Pt.o.e -457-"'11
Murdale Shopping Center

GUITAR LESSONS.
e PROFESS!ONAlINSTRUCTION
eAll FRETTED INSTRUMENTS

GUITARS

DAN DIVITO

Saluki Matmen Score Victory
Over Parsons College 20-8

Gymnastics coach Bill
Meade and eleven of his gymnasts returned to Carbondale
early Sunday morning after
spending a weekend in Memphis, Tenn •• where they competed in the third annual Memphis Gymnastic CliniC.
Friday night the Saluki gymnasts put on an exhibition in
th~ Southwestern at Memphis
College gymnasium before the
largest crowd in the three
year history of the clinic,
The proceeds of the exhibition were turned over to
the various churches and
YMCAs in the Memphis area,
which are interested in the
promotion of gymnastics.
This exbibition was the third
that day for the gymnasts.
Earlier in the day Meade's
boys had performed for elementary school children at a
parochial and a public school.
On Saturday the gymnasts
spent the entire day conducting
the clinic. The purpose of the
clinic was to instruct the
youngsters, wbo ranged in
years from 5 to 22. on bow
to perform on. the various
gymnastic apparatuses.
Meade pronounced the trip
as being worthwhile and was
pleased with the performances
of the boys at the exhibitions.

FOR SALE AND RENT

eGOYAeGIBSONeMARTINeFENDER
eCOMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES
MOST COMPLeTE GUITAR CENTER IN
SOUTH£RH ILLINOIS

LEMASTERS MUSIC CO.
606. SO. ILL

The Daily E9l'pti ... reserves the right to reject any advertising

FQR REMT

~~e.C=: tohot-::i:!ye:n:o~~
"octs G... up Hausing no. 111.
Willi_ Hmnmet. Phane 3-2765
185
One ... d t_ bedroam opa.t·
ments. A"ai'able i..... ediately.
Fumished
ar
unfumished.
Phane 7·5134 after 5,00 p.m.
168

FOR SALE
1~4 TR." Roaelster, mint can·
dition. call Dave. Phone 549.

1.06.

177

1964 Conestoga troi'er,10X5O.
Cen"al air conditioning and
many o,her e"t,as. Call 549.
38.. 3.
17..
1959 Triumph, 65Occ;
tires. good condition.
985..uJ1 after 9 p.m.,
fo, Bab.

new
Call
ask
170

New ........ "Massac Pilgri.
mage" - Histary. tales of Sou.
them Illinois. Cloth. 115 pages.
$2 postpaid. My "History of
Massoc Caunty" (195S). Cloth.
232 pages.
Illustrated. 53.
George Wilburn May, 319 S.
o...,It_, Peoria, IIlinois.l84

1957 V·8 Olds Super eighty.
eight.
Automatic, excellent
condition, power iN'akes, radio
he",er. $450.00. Phone 457.
7392.
179
Ford, DeSo,o. 196" XL, 2 door
hardtop, automatic transmission,

'ow mileage.

Phone 867·2034.
186

Cheap' a 1962 Singer Spartan
cobinet sewing machine..

Run:.-

new, loaks new. Call 549.1573
181
Gold ...... d black 650 cc Tri.
umph TR6. Racing equipmen',
cherry condition..

Bruce Mi lIer.

701 S. Washington, Washington
Square Dormitories, Roam B21.
183

LOST
Sterling

silver black any"

bracelet;4 found block stones.

On Jan.-ary 4, between 8.11
a.m. Call WI2·4758. 5S re·
ward.
171
Lost in University Center cafeteria, bookstore or Borber: 5

shop on T"esdoy, December IS
between 12 ond 2. Lob N"'e·
boDie, Organic Chem 30S, RD.
~rt C. Go"dwin.
525.03 re·
ward

-

no questions

asked.

Please ret"rn to Doily Egyp·
tion or Chem. Dept. ofl;ce. 162
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Lost in Deluge

Salukis Swim to Fourth Place
In 9th Annual 8ig 10 Relays
By Roy Franke

mOM McANENEY
Big Ten Relay,

KIMOMILES

SIU Shares Sports Spotlight
At Event-Packed Michigan
By Roy Franke
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-Basketball and swimming seldom
mix, but both were in the air
here Sa(Urday.
Within a block on the
sprawling University of Michigan cam pus, Michigan's
number three rated basketball
team played host to rival Big
Ten kingpin Illinois, while
Michigan's equally prestigious swimmers were host to
some of the nation's top
tankmen.
In the middle of the hubbub
was SIU's swimming squad
which flew in from Carbondale Sa(Urday morning for i£s
first '·)Ok at Matt Mann Pool.
The ninth annual Big Ten
Relays, which lived up to its
pre-meet billing as the best
ever, was the drawing attraction. The best of the Big
Ten swimming teams, the
host Wolverines, Indiana, and
Michigan State, were interested, although traditionally swimming-rich Ohio State
was absent.
Ohio State cancelled out to
take on Illinois in a dual encounter.
However, Ohio's
presence was little missed
amid possibly the greatest
relay field ever assembled
for a U.S. college swimming
meet.
Despite tough competition
the University of Michigan
probably.. established itself as
a strong contender for most of
the top university sports
awards this 1964-65 athletic
season.
With a Big Ten football
title and a Rose Bowl victory
under their be!., the Wolverines took a big step irre-establishing themselves in
basketball, if there ever was
any doubt. and at the same
time served warning to swim
powers Southern Cal and
Indiana that they may also
take over the number one
rating in swimming too.
Rated number one in the
nation's cage
polls until
stunned by Sr. John's 75-74

victory 10 days ago, the Wolverine cagers jarred the I1liai
89-83. Earlier in rhe week,
l11inois handed second-ranked
Indiana its first loss 86-81.
The Wolverine swimmers
were no less impressive in
breaking Indiana's dominance
of the Relays, racking up 104
points to the Hoosiers' 76
and third - place Michigan
State's 57 1/2.
The victory was no fluke,
either. Eleven swimmers in
the relays placed in the top
six in some events in last
year's NCAA championships,
and five of the 11 took home
two medals.
Although the field of five
teams (Wisconsin was the fifth
entry in the meet) may·not
seem awe - inspiring "quantitY-Wise", it certainly was
"quality-wise". Indiana was
the national runnerup last
year while Michigan was
fourth and SIU twelfth.
Five-hundred fans sitting
around the big pool on three
sides attested to the caliber
of the meet, which was competing at the ticket booth With
the nation's number one college basketball game.
Probably 110 fans traveled
any farther to the meet than
Mr. and Mrs. Charles O'Callaghan and their 15-year-old
daughter Corinne. The thl'ee
drove 330 miles from their
home in Niagara Falls. N.Y.,
to Ann Arbor.
The O'Callaghans' son Bob
is a backstroker on the SIU
team. "This is the first Southern meet we have ever seen,"
said the elder O'Callaghan.
"They've always been too far
a\yay to go to before."
The
O'Callaghans had
planned the trip for sometime,
but weren't definite about attending until late in the week.
"It
all depended on the
weather," O'Callaghan said.
The members of the family,
who left at 3 a.m. in order to
have time to meet the salulc:i
plane which landed around
10:15 a.m., planned to stay
overnight in Ann Arbor before
heading home.

For the Fin.st in Food ond S.rvic••.•

Piper's Parkway'Restauranl
209 S. Illinois Ave.
D~wntowlt

ANN ARBOR, Mich.-SIU
swimmers were lost among a
deluge of the nation's top
swimmers here Saturday ,in
the power-packed 9th annual
Big Ten Relays.
The Salukis, who compiled
36 1/2 points, finished f(Jurth
in the five-team field behind
national swilT'r:ting powers
Michigan (104 points), Indiana
(76) and Michigan State
(57 1/2). Wisconsin was a
distant fifth with 22 points
while pre-meet entry Ohio
State didn't compete.
A fourth-place finish in the
Big .Ten relays is nothing to
be ashamed of, since the meet
featured some of the nation's
top swimmers. And when it
was over only three of the
10 previous records were left
unchanged.
The Salukis weren't il' on
any of the record ;'reaking,
although they saw one Southern record fall by the wayside, leaving only a lone SIU
mark still on the docket.

The closest Coach Ralph
Casey's squad could come to
a blue ribbon was third in the
300-yard races.
The Salukis wasted little
time in turning in probably
their best performances of
the meet as they splashed to
a fourth place finish in the
meet's first event, the 400yard freestyle relay, and took
third in the next, the 300yard backstroke.
In the 400-freestyle Mike
Roberts. Reinhard Westenrier.ier and Thorn McAneney
fioished
behind Michigan
State, Michigan and Indiana
despite a time of 3:23.i.
The three Big Ten schools
ahead of the Salukis all
bettered the relay record of
3:17.4 set in 1963 by the
Spartans who cut five seconds
off their old marlc:.
The Salukis ran into the
same record-breaking crews
in the 300-backstroke bl!t held
off Michigan State to take
third with a time of 2:43.7.
Individually for the Sallllds
Bob O'Callaghan, a sophomOl ~

from Niagara Falls. N. Y•• anL
Don Shaffer. a sophomore
from St. Louis turned in
identical 57.8 times on their
legs of the relay. Andy Stoody
of Mount Lebanon, Pa., was
timed at 58.2.
McAneney, the tall junior
from Miami, Fla., turned in
the top Saluki performance
of the day and one of the best
of the meet when he swam
his SOO-yard leg in 4:57.4.
The time was the second
best of his career for the
event but still had to take a
backseat to Ken Walsh of
Michigan State, Who anchored
tbe Spartans with 4:55.
The meet was costly to the
Salukis in one respect. They
lost sprinter Tom Hutton, a
sophomore from ValparaiSO,
Ind., for six weeks as he received a broken hand in a
freak accident.
The sophomore jammed his
hand against the pool ledge as
he made his touch in finishing
his leg of the 200-yard freestyle relay.

One of the big benefits of THE
BENEFACTOR. College Life's fa·
mous illllurance policy. is the way it
pays off in cue of ac:cidental death:
DOUBLE-if you lose your life in an accident;
TRIPLE-if your death results from an auto
ac:c:ident or as a pallltenger in a plane or other
common carrier.

But the Real Pay-Off
is that THE BENEFACTOR doeslf't have a lot of
strings attached to it which prevent payment of
the extra money.

These Typical Exceptiuns aTe Not Found in THE BENEFACTOR
• The takong of poison or inhaling gasvoluntarily or otherwise,

• Engaging in ,·iot or insurrection.

• Committing an assault

• Any bacterial infection other than that
occurring in consequence 01 an injury
on the exterior of the body affected solely
through external, violenl and accidental

Or

felony.

• Operating or riding in any kind 01 air.
craft other than as a fare·paying
passenger of a commercial airline on a
regularly scheduled route,

• Infirmity of mind or disease.

THE BENEFACTOR'S honest-to· goodness accidental death
benefit is typical of all its nine big henefits. You get so mucn
more fOl." your money because College Life insures only college
me!1 a:id ,'ollege men are preferrPd risks. (;et th.. full Rf:Nf:·
F:tCTOR .-dury {rum Y'>Ilr luCltI Colleg,' I.ife ,-.,presf'I,t"tin'.·

Carbondale
on Rt. 51

OPE.. 11 a.fo1. to 10 p.m.

The Original and
Only life Insurance

R... On Sal. SAVE
.3 - $5.50 MEAl nCKETS $71.50 $50.00 $21.50
6 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $33.00 $25.00 $ •. 00
2 - $5.50 MEAL nCKETS $11.00 $ 9.50 $ 1.50
I - $5.50 MEAL nCKETS $5.50

$5.00 $ .50

LARRY E. SUMMERS, WADE HALFORD
Box 981
457-4254
549-3426
C'dale, III.

